Noblesville East Middle School
7th Grade Supply List 2021-22

- Earbuds & stylus to use with iPad
- (20) Pencils—mechanical or regular & individual sharpener
- Pens
- Scientific calculator (TI 30X any version, TI 36X, or equivalent….$8-$12)
- (3) Composition notebooks (2 for Science, 1 for Language Arts)
- (3) two pocket folders (1 for Science, 1 for Language Arts, 1 yellow folder for Math)
- Spiral notebook for Math and Social Studies
- Loose leaf paper for Language Arts
- Package of colored pencils
- Pencil pouch
- Student planner for recording assignments - paper, not digital
- Bottle of liquid glue and/or pack of 5 glue sticks for Science
- Pair of scissors for Science

Students in Wellness class will need a two-pocket folder, plain black school appropriate athletic shorts (no spandex bike type shorts), a plain or Noblesville Millers yellow, grey, or black crew neck t-shirt (no V neck or Scoop neck), tennis shoes & socks. If your child has Wellness 2nd semester, please buy the uniform in August, it can be difficult to find inexpensive shorts in the Winter.

*It is possible that individual teachers may have other items to be picked up after school begins. Teachers will notify students/parents as needed.*
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